We measure the energy emitted by extensive air showers in the form of radio emission in the frequency range from 30 to 80 MHz. Exploiting the accurate energy scale of the Pierre Auger Observatory, we obtain a radiation energy of 15.8 ± 0.7 (stat) ± 6.7 (sys) MeV for cosmic rays with an energy of 1 EeV arriving perpendicularly to a geomagnetic field of 0.24 G, scaling quadratically with the cosmic-ray energy. A comparison with predictions from state-of-the-art first-principle calculations shows agreement with our measurement. The radiation energy provides direct access to the calorimetric energy in the electromagnetic cascade of extensive air showers. Comparison with our result thus allows the direct calibration of any cosmic-ray radio detector against the well-established energy scale of the Pierre Auger Observatory.
In this work, we address one of the most important challenges in cosmic-ray physics: the accurate determination of the absolute energy scale of cosmic rays. Measurements with surface particle detector arrays rely on assumptions about cosmic-ray composition and on extrapolations of our knowledge about hadronic interactions to energies beyond the reach of the Large Hadron Collider. Consequently, their determination of the absolute cosmic-ray energy suffers from significant uncertainties [1] . Fluorescence detectors measure the calorimetric energy in the electromagnetic cascade of air showers, which allows an accurate determination of the energy of the primary particle [2] . However, fluorescence light detection is only possible at sites with good atmospheric conditions, and precise quantification of scattering and absorption of fluorescence light under changing atmospheric conditions requires extensive atmospheric monitoring efforts [3] [4] [5] [6] .
An attractive option to determine the energy scale of cosmic-ray particles is given by the detection of radio signals. Radio detection of extensive air showers can be performed at any site not overwhelmed by anthropogenic radio signals, requiring only detector arrays of moderate size and complexity. It has been known since the 1960s that air showers emit measurable radio pulses [7] . The physics of the radio emission from extensive air showers is by now well understood (see [8] for an overview). The radiation dominantly arises from geomagnetically induced, time-varying transverse currents [9, 10] and is strongly forward beamed in a cone of a few degree opening angle due to the relativistic speed of the emitting particles. The atmosphere is transparent for radio waves at the relevant frequencies, i.e., scattering and absorption are negligible. As the emission is generally coherent at frequencies below 100 MHz, the amplitude of the electric field scales linearly with the number of electrons and positrons in the air-shower cascade, which in turn scales linearly with the primary cosmic-ray energy.
Several analyses exploiting this calorimetric property of the radio emission for the determination of the energy of cosmic-ray particles have previously been published [11] [12] [13] [14] . All of these approaches used the radiosignal strength at a characteristic lateral distance from the shower axis as an estimator for the cosmic-ray energy. While this method has long been known to provide good precision [15] , it has the marked disadvantage that the corresponding energy estimator cannot be directly compared across different experiments. Asymmetries arising from the charge-excess contribution [16] [17] [18] can be corrected for, and the air-shower zenith angle can be normalized out. The systematic influence of the observation altitude on the lateral signal distribution, however, poses a fundamental problem for such comparisons. In a simulation study, we have quantified the difference between radio amplitudes at the characteristic lateral distance measured for the same showers at sea level (altitude of LOFAR [19] ) and at 1560 m above sea level (altitude of the radio detector array of the Pierre Auger Observatory [20] ). We observe differences between -11% and +23% with an average deviation of 11%. These deviations in the measured amplitude arise from the fact that the lateral radio signal distribution flattens systematically with increasing distance of the radio antennas to the air-shower maximum. Furthermore, the optimal lateral distance at which to make the measurement also varies with observation altitude [21] . While absolute values for the amplitudes measured at a characteristic lateral distance as a function of cosmic-ray energy have been published by several experiments [13, 14, 22] , no direct comparison between the energy scales of these cosmic-ray radio detectors has therefore been performed to date. (Most experiments obtain their energy scale based on surface detector arrays and thus incur uncertainties from hadronic interaction models.)
Here, we make an important conceptual step forward in using radio signals from extensive air showers for the absolute calibration of the energy scale of cosmic-ray detectors. We use the total energy radiated by extensive air showers in the form of radio emission in the frequency range from 30 to 80 MHz, hereafter called radiation energy, as an estimator of the cosmic-ray energy. Due to conservation of energy, and the absence of absorption in the atmosphere, the radiation energy measured at different observation altitudes is virtually identical. In the above-mentioned simulation study, the radiation energy was shown to vary less than 0.5% between an observation altitude of 1560 m above sea level and sea level itself. (This scatter arises from slight clipping effects of the air-shower evolution at an observation altitude of 1560 m above sea level and from statistical uncertainties in the determination of the radiation energy from the simulated radio-emission footprint.) The radiation energy directly reflects the calorimetric energy in the electromagnetic cascade of an extensive air shower, akin to an integral of the Gaisser-Hillas profile measured with fluorescence detectors. It constitutes a universal, well-defined quantity that can be measured with radio detectors worldwide and can thus be compared directly between different experiments, as well as with theoretical predictions.
In this work, we measure the absolute value of the radiation energy with the Auger Engineering Radio Array (AERA) [23] , an array of radio detectors in the Pierre Auger Observatory [20] . We then cross-calibrate our measurement with data taken with the baseline detectors of the Auger Observatory. The Observatory includes an array of water-Cherenkov particle detectors covering an area of 3,000 km 2 . The atmosphere above the surface detector is monitored by fluorescence telescopes which provide an absolute calibration of the cosmic-ray energy scale [24] with a systematic uncertainty of 16% at 10 17.5 eV and 14% at energies ≥ 10 18 eV [2] , reflecting the state-of-the-art in the determination of the absolute energy scale achieved to date. We thus use the accurate calibration of the energy scale of the Pierre Auger Observatory to relate the radiation energy to the cosmic-ray energy. The radiation energy can in turn be used to calibrate cosmic-ray radio detectors worldwide against the Auger energy scale. Finally, we provide a first comparison with predictions from first-principle calculations.
Details of the analysis presented here can be found in an accompanying publication [25] .
The energy content in the radio signal.-With the radio antennas of AERA, we continuously sample voltage traces arising from the measurement of the local electric field with antennas oriented along the geomagnetic northsouth and east-west directions. Upon a trigger from coincident radio pulses or external trigger information from other Auger detectors, the voltage traces are read out for off-line analysis [26] . From these voltage traces, we reconstruct the electric field vector at the location of each radio detector as a function of time. Detector effects are carefully unfolded [25] . The uncertainty of the electric field amplitude between different measurements is dominated by temperature variations (4%) and uncertainties of the antenna response pattern (5%), and amounts to a total of 6.4%. The uncertainty of the absolute amplitude scale is dominated by the antenna response (12.5% [22, 27] ) and the analog signal chain (6%) and amounts to a total of 14%.
After digital processing (involving noise cleaning, upsampling and enveloping), we identify radio pulses exceeding a suitable signal-to-noise threshold. We calculate the instantaneous Poynting flux at each radio detector and integrate it over a time window of 200 ns which is centered on the pulse maximum. The contribution of noise to the integral is estimated from data recorded before the arrival of the extensive air shower, and is subtracted from the integrated signal. The result of the timeintegration corresponds to the energy deposited per area by air-shower radio signals at the locations of the individual radio detectors. We measure this energy fluence in units of eV/m 2 . Typical values are in the range of dozens of eV/m 2 . The energy of a photon at our center-of-band frequency of 55 MHz corresponds to 2.27 × 10 −7 eV. The number of received photons is thus very high, illustrating that uncertainties from photon statistics are negligible in radio detection of extensive air showers.
The area illuminated by radio signals has a limited extent due to the forward-beamed nature of the radio emission. The local energy fluence at the radio detectors with an identified signal is fitted with a two-dimensional distribution function of the signal [28] , adapted to the observation altitude of AERA, which takes into account azimuthal asymmetries arising from the superposition of geomagnetic and charge-excess [16] [17] [18] effects as well as ring-shaped areas of enhanced emission caused by Cherenkov-like time compression due to the refractive index in the atmosphere [29, 30] . During the fit procedure, spurious radio pulses not related to the extensive air shower are flagged and rejected by means of the signal polarization. In rare cases, flagging of spurious radio pulses can lead to rejection of a complete event. An example for the resulting fit is illustrated in Fig. 1 . For radio events detected in three or four radio detectors, the impact point of the shower axis used for the fit is fixed to the one reconstructed with the Auger surface detector. For radio events with signals in five or more radio detectors, the impact point is determined during the fit of the two-dimensional signal distribution function.
After a successful fit of the signal distribution function we analytically integrate it over the plane perpendicular to the shower axis. The result is the total energy measured in the radio signal E Auger 30−80 MHz (in units of eV), the radiation energy. This quantity does not depend on any characteristics of the detector except the finite measurement bandwidth from 30 to 80 MHz. The superscript "Auger" emphasizes that this quantity applies to the geomagnetic field strength as present at the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory in southern Argentina.
Cross-calibration with the Auger energy scale.-To establish the relation between the radiation energy and the absolute energy scale of cosmic rays, we analyzed data from the first stage of AERA taken between April 2011 and March 2013, when the array consisted of 24 radio detectors equipped with logarithmic-periodic dipole antennas [27] . The signal distribution fit was applied to data pre-selected with standard Auger quality cuts for surface detector events measured with the 750 m grid of the array. We allowed a maximum zenith angle of 55
• and required an energy of at least 10 17 eV. This resulted in a data set with 126 events.
For each of these events, the cosmic-ray energy E CR as reconstructed with the Auger surface detector [31] is available. We stress that the energy reconstruction of the surface detector has been calibrated with the calorimetric energy measurement of the fluorescence detector using a subset of events measured with both detectors simultaneously. Due to the dominance of geomagnetic radio emission [11, 18, 32] and the scaling of its amplitude with the magnitude of the Lorentz force, the radiation energy scales with sin 2 (α), where α denotes the angle between the air-shower axis and the geomagnetic-field axis. We thus normalize the radiation energy for perpendicular incidence with respect to the geomagnetic field by dividing it by sin 2 (α). This normalization is valid for all incoming directions of cosmic rays except for a small region around the geomagnetic-field axis. In particular, it is valid for • as measured in individual AERA radio detectors (circles filled with color corresponding to the measured value) and fitted with the azimuthally asymmetric, two-dimensional signal distribution function (background color). Both, radio detectors with a detected signal (data) and below detection threshold (subthreshold ) participate in the fit. The fit is performed in the plane perpendicular to the shower axis, with the x-axis oriented along the direction of the Lorentz force for charged particles propagating along the shower axis v in the geomagnetic field B. The best-fitting impact point of the air shower is at the origin of the plot, slightly offset from the one reconstructed with the Auger surface detector (core (SD)). Bottom: Representation of the same data and fitted two-dimensional signal distribution as a function of distance from the shower axis. The colored and black squares denote the energy fluence measurements, gray squares represent radio detectors with signal below threshold. For the three data points with the highest energy fluence, the one-dimensional projection of the two-dimensional signal distribution fit onto lines connecting the best-fitting impact point of the air shower with the corresponding radio detector positions is illustrated with colored lines. This demonstrates the azimuthal asymmetry and complexity of the two-dimensional signal distribution function. The inset figure illustrates the polar angles of the three projections. The distribution of the residuals (data versus fit) is shown as well. all events in the data set presented here.
In Fig. 2 , the value of E Auger 30−80 MHz / sin 2 (α) for each measured air shower is plotted as a function of the cosmic-ray energy measured with the Auger surface detector. A log-likelihood fit taking into account threshold effects, measurement uncertainties and the steeply falling cosmic-ray energy spectrum [33] shows that the data can be described well with the power law
The result of the fit yields A = 1.58 ± 0.07 and B = 1.98 ± 0.04. For a cosmic ray with an energy of 1 EeV arriving perpendicularly to the Earth's magnetic field at the Pierre Auger Observatory, the radiation energy thus amounts to 15.8 MeV, a minute fraction of the energy of the primary particle. The observed quadratic scaling is expected for coherent radio emission, for which amplitudes scale linearly and thus the radiated energy scales quadratically.
Taking into account the energy-and zenith-dependent uncertainty of E CR , the resolution of E Auger 30−80 MHz / sin 2 (α) is determined from the scatter of points in Fig. 2 . It amounts to 22% for the full data set. Performing this analysis for the high-quality subset of events with a successful radio detection in at least five radio detectors yields a resolution of 17%.
The value of A reported here applies for a cosmic-ray
shower with an energy of 1 EeV evolving in a geomagnetic field with a strength of 0.24 G, as present at the site of the Pierre Auger Observatory. With dedicated simulations we confirmed that the radiation energy is only marginally influenced by the charge-excess contribution (at the level of 2% for showers arriving perpendicular to the magnetic field at the Pierre Auger site, less for stronger geomagnetic fields). Hence, a normalization with the field strength of the geomagnetic field is possible and yields:
E 30−80 MHz = (15.8 ± 0.7 (stat) ± 6.7 (sys)) MeV
E 30−80MHz can be used by radio detectors worldwide for cross-calibration of the energy scale, except for experiments deployed at high altitude where part of the radio emission is clipped when the shower reaches the ground before radiating the bulk of its radio emission. The frequency window from ∼ 30 to ∼ 80 MHz is shared by many radio detectors [11, [34] [35] [36] : below 30 MHz atmospheric noise and transmitters in the short-wave band dominate, above 80 MHz coherence diminishes and the FM-band interferes with the measurement. Possible second-order effects arising in the determination of E 30−80MHz , e.g., due to shower geometry, should be addressed in a followup analysis because they could lead to further improvements. The systematic uncertainty of E 30−80MHz quoted here arises from the quadratic sum of the systematic uncertainty on the energy scale of the Pierre Auger Observatory (16% at 10 17.5 eV, propagated from the fluorescence detector to the surface detector) and the uncertainty on the radio-electric field amplitude measurement (14%). These two contributions amount to uncertainties of 5.1 and 4.4 MeV in the measurement of the radiation energy at 1 EeV, respectively. We note that the systematic uncertainty in the determination of the cosmic-ray energy from radio measurements is half of that of E 30−80MHz , as the cosmic-ray energy scales with the square root of the radiation energy.
Comparison with first-principle calculations.-In addition to a cross-calibration of techniques and experiments against each other, the radiation energy can also be used for an independent determination of the absolute energy scale of cosmic-ray observatories. Sophisticated Monte Carlo simulations [30, 37, 38] provide a quantitative prediction of the radiation energy based on first-principle calculations combining classical electrodynamics with the well-established properties of the electromagnetic cascade in extensive air showers. A direct comparison of the predicted and measured radiation energies can thus be used for an absolute determination of the energy scale of cosmic-ray detectors.
We have evaluated the radiation energy at a cosmic-ray energy of 1 EeV using the typical zenith angle of our event sample of 37
• and a geomagnetic field strength of 0.24 G with the two available full Monte Carlo simulation codes CoREAS [37] and ZHAireS [30] . The predicted values for the radiation energy amount to 11.9 MeV and 11.3 MeV, respectively. Both predictions are thus in agreement with our measurement within the quoted uncertainties. Further work will be undertaken to better understand and minimize experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties.
Conclusions.-We have measured the radiation energy of extensive air showers and have used it as an energy estimator directly reflecting the calorimetric energy in the electromagnetic cascade. Its value is 15.8 ± 0.7 (stat) ± 6.7 (sys) MeV in the frequency band from 30 to 80 MHz for a cosmic ray with an energy of 10 18 eV arriving perpendicularly to a magnetic field with a strength of 0.24 G. The radiation energy can be measured at any location that does not suffer from strong anthropogenic noise using moderately sized radio detector arrays. It can thus be used for an efficient cross-calibration of the energy scales of different experiments and detection techniques against each other, in particular against the well-established energy scale of the Pierre Auger Observatory. Our measurement is in agreement with predictions from first-principle calculations.
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